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1: NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS 50th Anniversary â€“ AwardsWatch
The acclaimed film won four awards in total, including accolades for writer-director Greta Gerwig. Lady Bird won four
awards, including best picture, from the National Society of Film Critics on.

Newsweek â€” Newsweek is an American weekly news magazine founded in It was published in four English
language editions and 12 global editions written in the language of the circulation region, between and ,
Newsweek underwent internal and external contractions designed to shift the magazines focus and audience
while improving its finances. Instead, losses accelerated, revenue dropped 38 percent from to , in November ,
Newsweek merged with the news and opinion website The Daily Beast, forming The Newsweek Daily Beast
Company, after negotiations between the owners of the two publications. Tina Brown, The Daily Beasts
editor-in-chief, served as the editor of both publications, Newsweek was jointly owned by the estate of the late
Harman and the diversified American media and Internet company IAC. Newsweek ceased print publication
with the December 31,, issue and transitioned to an all-digital format, IBT Media relaunched a print edition of
Newsweek on March 7, In , worldwide circulation was more than 4 million, including 2. Russian Newsweek,
published since , was shut in October , the Bulletin incorporated an international news section from
Newsweek. News-Week was launched in by Thomas J. Martyn and he obtained financial backing from a
group of U. Other large stockholders prior to were public utilities investment banker Stanley Childs, journalist
Samuel T. Williamson served as the first editor-in-chief of Newsweek. The first issue of the magazine was
dated 17 February , seven photographs from the weeks news were printed on the first issues cover. In Malcolm
Muir took over as president and editor-in-chief and he changed the name to Newsweek, emphasized
interpretive stories, introduced signed columns, and launched international editions. Over time the magazine
developed a spectrum of material, from breaking stories and analysis to reviews. The magazine was purchased
by The Washington Post Company in , osborn Elliott was named editor of Newsweek in and became the editor
in chief in Life magazine â€” Life was an American magazine that ran weekly from to as a humor magazine
with limited circulation. Time owner Henry Luce bought the magazine in , solely so that he could acquire the
rights to its name, Life was published weekly until , as an intermittent special until , and as a monthly from to
After Time Inc. When Life was founded in , it was developed as similar to the British magazine and it was
published for 53 years as a general-interest light entertainment magazine, heavy on illustrations, jokes and
social commentary. The Luce Life was the first all-photographic American news magazine, the magazines role
in the history of photojournalism is considered its most important contribution to publishing. Life was wildly
successful for two generations before its prestige was diminished by economics and changing tastes, Life was
founded January 4,, in a New York City artists studio at Broadway, as a partnership between John Ames
Mitchell and Andrew Miller. Mitchell held a 75 per cent interest in the magazine with the remainder by Miller,
both men retained their holdings until their deaths. Miller served as secretary-treasurer of the magazine and
was very successful managing the side of the operation. Mitchell took advantage of a new printing process
using zinc-coated plates. This edge helped because Life faced stiff competition from the humor magazines
Judge and Puck. Edward Sandford Martin was brought on as Lifes first literary editor, the motto of the first
issue of Life was, While theres Life, theres hope. The new magazine set forth its principles and policies to its
readers and we shall try to domesticate as much as possible of the casual cheerfulness that is drifting about in
an unfriendly world. The magazine was a success and soon attracted the leading contributors. Encouraged by a
publisher who was also an artist, Gibson was joined in Life early days by such illustrators as Palmer Cox 3.
The New York Times has won Pulitzer Prizes, more than any other newspaper, the papers print version in had
the second-largest circulation, behind The Wall Street Journal, and the largest circulation among the
metropolitan newspapers in the US. The New York Times is ranked 18th in the world by circulation,
following industry trends, its weekday circulation had fallen in to fewer than one million. Morgan and Edward
B. We do not believe that everything in Society is either right or exactly wrong, â€”what is good we desire to
preserve and improve, â€”what is evil, to exterminate. In , the started a western division, The Times of
California that arrived whenever a mail boat got to California. However, when local California newspapers
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came into prominence, the effort failed, the newspaper shortened its name to The New-York Times in It
dropped the hyphen in the city name in the s, One of the earliest public controversies it was involved with was
the Mortara Affair, the subject of twenty editorials it published alone. Tweed offered The New York Times
five million dollars to not publish the story, in the s, The New York Times transitioned gradually from
editorially supporting Republican Party candidates to becoming more politically independent and analytical.
In , the paper supported Democrat Grover Cleveland in his first presidential campaign, while this move cost
The New York Times readership among its more progressive and Republican readers, the paper eventually
regained most of its lost ground within a few years. However, the newspaper was financially crippled by the
Panic of , the paper slowly acquired a reputation for even-handedness and accurate modern reporting,
especially by the s under the guidance of Ochs. Under Ochs guidance, continuing and expanding upon the
Henry Raymond tradition, The New York Times achieved international scope, circulation, in , the first air
delivery of The New York Times to Philadelphia began. The New York Times first trans-Atlantic delivery by
air to London occurred in by dirigible, airplane Edition was sent by plane to Chicago so it could be in the
hands of Republican convention delegates by evening. In the s, the extended its breadth and reach. The
crossword began appearing regularly in , and the section in 4. Roger Ebert â€” Roger Joseph Ebert was an
American film critic and historian, journalist, screenwriter, and author. He was a critic for the Chicago
Sun-Times from until his death in In , Ebert became the first film critic to win the Pulitzer Prize for Criticism,
the two verbally sparred and traded humorous barbs while discussing films. They created and trademarked the
phrase Two Thumbs Up, used when both hosts gave the film a positive review. After Siskel died in , Ebert
continued hosting the show with various co-hosts and then, starting in , Ebert lived with cancer of the thyroid
and salivary glands from This required treatments necessitating the removal of his jaw, which cost him the
ability to speak or eat normally. His ability to write remained unimpaired, however, and he continued to
publish frequently both online and in print until his death on April 4, He was raised Roman Catholic, attending
St. Marys elementary school and his paternal grandparents were German immigrants and his maternal ancestry
was Irish and Dutch. In his senior year, he was president and editor-in-chief of his high school newspaper. In ,
he won the Illinois High School Association state speech championship in radio speaking, regarding his early
influences in film criticism, Ebert wrote in the parody collection Mad About the Movies, I learned to be a
movie critic by reading Mad magazine. Mads parodies made me aware of the machine inside the skin â€” of
the way a movie might look original on the outside, I did not read the magazine, I plundered it for clues to the
universe. Pauline Kael lost it at the movies, I lost it at Mad magazine, Ebert began taking classes at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign as an early-entrance student, completing his high-school courses
while also taking his first university class. After graduating from Urbana High School in , Ebert then attended
and received his degree in Ebert spent a semester as a student in the department of English there before
attending the University of Cape Town on a Rotary fellowship for a year. He returned from Cape Town to his
studies at Illinois for two more semesters and then, after being accepted as a PhD candidate at the University
of Chicago. Instead Kogan referred Ebert to the city editor at the Chicago Sun-Times, Jim Hoge and he
attended doctoral classes at the University of Chicago while working as a general reporter at the Sun-Times
for a year 5. Academy Awards â€” The various category winners are awarded a copy of a golden statuette,
officially called the Academy Award of Merit, which has become commonly known by its nickname Oscar.
The awards, first presented in at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, are overseen by AMPAS, the awards
ceremony was first broadcast on radio in and televised for the first time in It is now live in more than
countries and can be streamed live online. The Academy Awards ceremony is the oldest worldwide
entertainment awards ceremony and its equivalents â€” the Emmy Awards for television, the Tony Awards for
theater, and the Grammy Awards for music and recording â€” are modeled after the Academy Awards. A total
of 3, Oscars have been awarded from the inception of the award through the 88th, the first Academy Awards
presentation was held on May 16,, at a private dinner function at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel with an
audience of about people. Fifteen statuettes were awarded, honoring artists, directors and other participants in
the industry of the time. The ceremony ran for 15 minutes, winners were announced to media three months
earlier, however, that was changed for the second ceremony in Since then, for the rest of the first decade, the
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results were given to newspapers for publication at 11,00 pm on the night of the awards. The first Best Actor
awarded was Emil Jannings, for his performances in The Last Command and he had to return to Europe before
the ceremony, so the Academy agreed to give him the prize earlier, this made him the first Academy Award
winner in history. With the fourth ceremony, however, the system changed, for the first six ceremonies, the
eligibility period spanned two calendar years. At the 29th ceremony, held on March 27,, until then,
foreign-language films had been honored with the Special Achievement Award. The statuettes presented at the
ceremonies were gold-plated solid bronze 6. Produced by Allens manager, Charles H, principal photography
for the film began on May 19, on the South Fork of Long Island, and filming continued periodically for the
next ten months. Film critic Roger Ebert called it just about everyones favorite Woody Allen movie, the films
screenplay was also named the funniest ever written by the Writers Guild of America in its list of the Funniest
Screenplays. The comedian Alvy Singer is trying to understand why his relationship with Annie Hall ended a
year ago, growing up in New York, he vexed his mother with impossible questions about the emptiness of
existence, but he was precocious about his innocent sexual curiosity. That night, Annie shows no interest in
sex with Alvy, instead, they discuss his first wife, whose ardor gave him no pleasure. His second marriage was
to a New York writer who didnt like sports and was unable to reach orgasm, the two of them have fun making
a meal of boiled lobster together. He teases her about the men in her past. He met her playing tennis doubles
with friends, following the game, awkward small talk led her to offer him first a ride up town and then a glass
of wine on her balcony. There, what seemed a mild exchange of personal data is revealed in mental subtitles as
an escalating flirtation. Their first date follows Annies singing audition for a night club and he suggests they
kiss first, to get it out of the way. After their lovemaking that night, Alvy is a wreck, while she relaxes with a
joint, soon Annie admits she loves him, while he buys her books on death and says that his feelings for her are
more than just love. When she moves in with him, things become very tense, eventually, he finds her arm in
arm with one of her college professors and the two begin to argue whether this is the flexibility they had
discussed. Alvy returns to dating, but the effort is marred by neurosis, bad sex, and finally an interruption from
Annie and it turns out she needs him to kill a spider. A reconciliation follows, coupled with a vow to stay
together come what may, however, their separate discussions with their therapists make it evident there is an
unspoken divide. When Alvy accepts an offer to present an award on television, they fly out to Los Angeles,
with Alvys friend, however, on the return trip, they agree that their relationship is not working. After losing
her to her producer, Tony Lacey, he unsuccessfully tries rekindling the flame with a marriage proposal 7.
Ideas for a film about the Schindlerjuden were proposed as early as , poldek Pfefferberg, one of the
Schindlerjuden, made it his lifes mission to tell the story of Schindler. Spielberg became interested in the story
when executive Sidney Sheinberg sent him a review of Schindlers Ark. Schindlers List premiered on
November 30,, in Washington, D. Often listed among the greatest films made, it was also a box office success.
Oskar Schindler, an ethnic German, arrives in the city hoping to make his fortune, a member of the Nazi Party,
Schindler lavishes bribes on Wehrmacht and SS officials and acquires a factory to produce enamelware. To
help him run the business, Schindler enlists the aid of Itzhak Stern, a local Jewish official who has contacts
with black marketeers, Stern helps Schindler arrange financing for the factory. When the camp is completed,
he orders the ghetto liquidated, many people are shot and killed in the process of emptying the ghetto. The
Hurt Locker â€” The Hurt Locker is a American war thriller film about an Iraq War Explosive Ordnance
Disposal team who are being targeted by insurgents with booby traps, remote control detonations and
ambushes. Directed by Kathryn Bigelow, it stars Jeremy Renner, Anthony Mackie, Brian Geraghty, Christian
Camargo, Ralph Fiennes, David Morse, the film shows soldiers varying psychological reactions to the stress
of combat, which though intolerable to some, is addictive to others. The story unfolds after a staff sergeant is
killed by an insurgent trap and his comrades suspect that their new team leader is being driven to take
terrifying risks. Writer Mark Boal drew on his experience during embedded access to provide a background
for the production. The Hurt Locker received widespread acclaim and won six Academy Awards.
2: National Society of Film Critics - WikiVisually
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This year's National Society of Film Critics awards are dedicated to Richard Schickel, the legendary film critic and
historian, author of 37 books and director of 37 documentaries, and a founding member of the Society.

3: The National Society of Film Critics on the movie star ( edition) | Open Library
Unlike most critics groups, the National Society of Film Critics discloses the results of voting. Forty-four of the 59
members of the society cast ballots today with 17 in attendance at Lincoln.

4: List of awards and nominations received by Matthew McConaughey - Wikipedia
The National Society of Film Critics (NSFC) is an American film critic organization. The organization is known for its
highbrow tastes, and its annual awards are one of the most prestigious film critics awards in the United States.

5: About the Society | National Society of Film Critics
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: National Society Of Film Critics Awards 'The Hurt Locker' & Kathryn Bigelow | Deadline
The National Society of Film Critics was established in , with its co-founders including Pauline Kael, Joe Morgenstern
and Richard Schickel.

7: National Society of Film Critics - Wikipedia
Votes are conducted using a weighted ballot system. Read below for a list of winners updating live, and check back for a
complete tally. The National Society of Film Critics was established in.

8: National Society of Film Critics - Infogalactic: the planetary knowledge core
The National Society of Film Critics on the Movie Star Hardcover - November 19, by Elizabeth Weis (Author) Be the first
to review this item.

9: National Society of Film Critics
The National Society of Film Critics on the movie star by, , Viking Press edition, in English.
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